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Topic: Releasing the Roar- Greg Hood’s Dream
Jacquie Tyre [00:00:01] Good evening. It is time for our nine o'clock call for the prayer call
for Righteousness in our nation. This Jacquie Tyre I am filling in for Clay Nash. There's a
possibility he will get on in a little bit, but he has been very busy today and asked me if I
would fill in for him. And so I am going to try to fill some very big shoes. But I believe we've
got a great panel on tonight and it's going to be a powerful, powerful time. Let me just pray
for us quickly and then I'm going to set the course for where we will head this evening in
our discussion and prayer time.
Father, I thank you so much that you give us grace upon grace. And any time we have an
assignment for you, there is grace to be embraced and grace to be engaged. And so
tonight, Lord, as we come together on this call to discern what you are saying to the body
of Christ, to release our declarations and decrees to understand some things that you
have released through a dream that was given recently, God, that you would bring us into
greater measures of wisdom and understanding. Knowledge, might, counsel and the fear
of the Lord. God that we would move into a greater alignment with heaven that would
release greater and greater dimensions of your glory into the earth. Father, grant us ears
to hear, eyes to see, and a heart to comprehend what the spirit of the sovereign Lord is
saying today and that faith would arise in all of us. Father, I thank you for the callers that
have called in for this time tonight. I thank you for the panelists that are on with me. I thank
you, God, that you are the one who is activating the divine insight and wisdom that is
needed in this hour. Thank you for each gift that they... The gift of who they are that they're
bringing to this call. And God, I thank you for Clay Nash, for his leadership, for the
anointing and the ear to hear what you have said to do and that you called him to these
calls and invited us all to be together for contending in faith for our nation to be
transformed by your presence, your power and your glory. And we just all wherever we
are, we say, thank you, Lord. It is an amazing time to be alive. And we love you. Thank
you, Jesus. Amen. Amen.
Well, I'm going to read a dream that came forth from Greg Hood. And many of you will
have this because you have the Give Him Fifteen. But we felt like there was some
additional unpacking of this dream that we needed to do. Some more praying together in
unity and in agreement with divine insights that will come as we discuss it. Because one of
the things I believe we all must learn how to do in greater measures is to take the
revelation that God is releasing, whether through prophetic words, through dreams,
through visions, and learn how to discern through those gifts from Holy Spirit what it is God
is saying and how do we properly steward what he is releasing. Because if we have
revelation and we don't properly steward it, we will never be able to harvest the fruit that
God intends to come forth from those revelations. So let me read this and I am going to
read it just the way that Dutch released it this morning. And he did, even as he said,
there's a few other things that are included. But at this point they are for another time. So
Greg Hood released this dream and he said Dutch and Greg were at a lake shaped like
America about to go fishing. An angel appeared and told them that they could not fish just
yet. The angel told them to travel to a certain place and partner on an important
assignment with two leaders, a charismatic Baptist pastor and a word of faith teacher and
Prophet. Greg is a prophet- apostle, and in the dream they traveled on Radah Airlines out
of Gate 12. I will tell you that Radah means dominion in Hebrew and obviously Gate 12
would represent government. So isn't that interesting that Radah or Dominion Airlines out

of the gate of government? When we arrived, Dutch goes on and writes, one of the waiting
leaders said to him, this is serious, we have to hurry. We walked onto a field containing
thousands of creatures laying down. They were unusual beings with bodies of sheep and
the heads of lions. He informed the leader that met them, informed them that this was a
rare breed of sheep that was bred so that at a certain age they would metamorphosis into
lions. He said to me, they have been stuck in this form since November 2020 they should
be lions by now. They are dying. We are going to lose them all if we can't get them
through this process, what do we do? Dutch goes... In the dream, Dutch says, "we have to
get them on their feet. Lions must be on their feet. Then Dutch decreed: lions to your feet.
Immediately, angels appeared assisting the sheep lions to their fate. Once they stood,
Dutch once again decreed: Wind of God, blow upon these lions and bring them into the
power of their true identity. As soon as he decreed this, a wind began to blow, blowing the
wool of the sheep in a way that we could see underneath it. As it happened, we could see
thousands of ticks attached to each sheep. These ticks were hindering them from
morphing into lions. One of the leaders said, I have what we need. He pulled out from his
bag a horn filled with oil and gave it to a different leader who brought it to his lips and
began to blow the oil from the horn. The wind caught the oil and blew it over the entire
pride covering all of the lions sheep, the wind blown oil killed and removed all of the ticks.
As this happened, the sheep bodies began to morph into the bodies of lions. It was rather
quick. During this time, another leader was singing Second Samuel 22:30-35 over them.
as he did a deafening roar rose from the lions that literally shook the ground. Many of the
lionesses were pregnant and immediately began giving birth and they gave birth to sheep.
The sheep, however, quickly began turning into lions. The young lions began to roar also,
and the other leader kept singing the second Samuel twenty- two scripture. All of this
continued for a while. Then the Lions began making their way to the tarmac where the
many planes were waiting. They boarded the planes and were immediately flown
throughout the nation as planes were departing, one of the leaders said to me (to Dutch): I
am so thankful you were not late. We are called to release lions, not raise sheep. At this
point in the dream, the angel walked up to me and handed me papers. They were the flight
manifest. The angel said, Seal the manifest with your ring. This will activate the mission.
Release the roar over America. This is part of my father's promise of redeeming All. I did
as requested and we watched as the planes filled the sky, taking these lions throughout
the nation.
Wow, wow, wow. What an incredible, incredible dream. I've got to call on Regina Shank. I
believe you are on with us and let you share some insights and make whatever decrees
you would like to make on this. It would be great.
Regina Shank [00:09:57] Thank you so much, Jacquie. It's so good to be on with
everyone. It's such a season of metamorphosis. It is such a season of transformation and
the Lord is taking us and making it very plain to us that we are born to be lions, the
Ekklesia of God. And I was just really impressed with this transformation that we are to be
transformed from a sheep. And I loved it. On the last page of what you are reading. You
talked about the leader that said, I'm so thankful you're not late. We are called the release
lions, not sheep. And I just immediately thought church life versus kingdom activation of
purpose. And, you know, so many pictures even of Jesus. He has the little sheep around
his neck and he's carrying the little sheep. And but we were born to be lions. We are born
to take our place and to roar against the enemies of God. And I believe that transformation
that God is wanting us to walk in comes from Second Corinthians 3. I was reading this and
it talks about the glory of the new covenant. And some of the church is still in the old
covenant trying to earn and obey a law rather than gazing into the face of Jesus Christ and
being transformed by him. And I was looking at this in verse seven, it says, The ministry

that brought death was engraved in letters on stone. It came with glory so that the
Israelites could not look steadily at the face of Moses because of the glory, fading though it
was. Will not the Ministry of the Spirit be even more glorious? And then it goes on and it
talks about how the veil has been ripped. And we don't have to send Moses up anymore
and we don't have to earn our place as a child of God. It is given to us through the
transformation that comes in taking on Jesus Christ. And I love how this talks about that
veil being removed. The Lord is the spirit and where the spirit of the Lord is, is liberty. And
we who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord's glory {inaudible} Are being transformed
into his likeness, and I think we have just had a wrong concept of how to get
transformation. It's not earned. It's not by keeping the law. It's by receiving Jesus Christ
and being transformed as we look into his likeness and we come into that ever increasing
glory of transformation. And we have to know our true identity. And that's where God is
taking us. He's taking us from {inaudible} sheep to be taken care of to the lions of the tribe
of Judah. And we're going to war against our enemies. And I believe that transformation is
happening to so many people and we're learning who we are. And, of course, we know
when it talks about the ticks on these sheep that we're talking about politics. And the
church has got gotten so involved in politics. And it's like we have been influenced by the
spirit of the world instead of the spirit of the living Christ. And it's not about politics. Of
course. It is about walking in the anointing that God has called us to walk into. And I was
reading in second Samuel and I love that scripture that they were singing and decreeing in
this in this dream. And I love the fact that Greg had that dream. And it says in here in
second, Samuel 22 and it's starting with verse... I'm looking at it again. Where did it go?
Jacquie Tyre [00:13:57] verse 30. 30-35.
Regina Shank [00:14:01] Thank you. Yeah. And it says, with your help, I love that. He's
our helper. I can advance through a troop with my God, I can scale a wall. as for God, His
way is perfect. The word of the Lord is flawless. He is a shield for all who took refuge in
him, for who is God besides the Lord? the church is not God. We know that. And God is
the Lord and we want to serve him. And who is this rock except God? It is God who arms
me with strength and makes my way perfect. I don't have anything against the church. I
want the church to wake up. I want the Church of the Living God to wake up and recognize
that they are the Ekklesia and God arms us with strength. He makes our feet like the feet
of a deer. he trains our hands for battle. So we are called to this battle and I believe many
people became disillusioned after that election. You know, they were prophetic words and
we of course had our own version of what that was going to look like. And we didn't get
what we thought we were going to get. But we still have a God who's on the throne and we
have a God who is going to bring transformation to this nation. And so I think there's an
activation of the Lord that we're going to stand. We're going to have that roar of triumph
and victory. And I know that we all want to be transformed from glory to glory. And I know I
recently had a vision of a metamorphosis. It had the body of a lion and the head of a an
eagle. And the Lord began to bring that metamorphosis of the lion became a full, complete
lion who was able to roar. And so from that vision and from this dream, the Lord is telling
us it is time to come into your identity. Who are we? And I have so many people that I run
into and they say, well, I'm just a sinner saved by grace. No, you're not. You are not that
any more. Maybe when you first came to Jesus Christ, but now you are a part of the lion of
the Tribe of Judah Tribe. We are in a new tribe. We are in a new season, and God wants
us to roar. And I believe that if we pray into these things and we get the revelation God
wants us to have and we said, yes, Lord, I want to be what you called me to be, I want to
grow into that place where I can war and I can war against the enemies of God with him.
And we can see principalities and powers and rulers of darkness fall. And I love the fact
that that airplane meant dominion and rule and it is time to rule in the midst of our

enemies. And so Lord I decree into that tonight that we will recognize who we are, that we
are not little sheep that need to be taken care of and they need to help me. And and, you
know, we have a helper. The helper is the Holy Spirit. And and I'm good Lord with helping
those who are weak. But it is time for the church to rise up and become who they are
called to be. I decree an awakening in the body of Christ. I decree a transformation as they
gaze into the beauty of who you are, Lord, and that they don't try to earn their place with
you. God, it is given and Lord, you are transforming us to look more and more like you. I
want to look like Jesus Christ. I want to look like you, Lord. And I want to roar with you
against your enemies and see principalities and powers fall in this nation and the nations
of the world. Lord, thank you for this dream that Greg had. Lord, we totally agree with what
you're saying and say let it happen in Jesus name.
Jacquie Tyre [00:17:56] Amen. thank you, Regina. One of the things I wanted to just point
out, as Pat McManus is getting on, was I found it so interesting that you had Dutch as an
apostle, Greg as a prophet, and then a charismatic Baptist pastor, which would be a pastor
gift and then a word of faith teacher and prophet in the neck. So you had the four four of
the five gifts out of Ephesians 4 working together and coming from different streams of the
body of Christ. And then when they worked together and released what was needed to
bring the sheep lions into the breakthrough for being the lions with the roar, I saw those as
the evangelist being sent out across the nation dispensed to bring the roar into this nation.
And I have just found that incredibly encouraging for where we are in this time. And in this
hour, I want to get Pat McManus on next part. Pat, what's God put in your heart out of this
dream?
Pat McManus [00:19:17] Thank you, Jacquie, for the opportunity to be with you guys. And
to... I agree with what Regina was saying, the identity piece, because those are the
thoughts that were coming. And for me, that is pretty strong and I am in alignment with that
all the way. The part that really triggers for me is the more the beginning part where it
talked about where the word that was released, it said Dutch began to decree: lions to
your feet and immediately angels appeared in assisting the sheep lions to their feet. When
they were standing, Dutch decreed again: wind of God blow upon these lions and bring
them into the power of their identity and the thoughts that come to mind there was there is
a sound being released to a level that is awakening the truth of the word in the hearts of
those that have ears to hear. And they're responding to truth and they're aligning to a
place of movement. And those are the things that I think are triggering for me, is that there
is a clear sound being released. There's a clear call being emphasized, and that sound is
igniting the opportunities or the confidence and the willingness and the boldness to begin
to stand into the aligned identity of what they were created for. And that transitional point,
like Regina was saying, coming into a place of just moving throughout a pasture to actually
demonstrating the ability to lead and guide and reign over. And so I was thinking as I was
listening to Regina just kind of meditating, this is the thought the word of the Lord is being
released over the ecclesia and is coming into an aligned-for-movement. There's an
alignment being established that is truly equipping and enabling those that have an ear to
hear to come into their true sense of identity, their true sense of significance, and their true
sense of purpose to where they can fulfill that which is being released in their life. And the
word is being released to those that truly are willing to stand according to the orders of
God's heart and coming into that place where they can truly find their place of movement,
the significance of how they need to move. And I love flying. I'm a pilot. I worked. I was in
the Air Force. And so I understand the movement of airplanes and all those kind of things
where we begin to realize that God is positioning us to have-- and the thought comes to
mind, air superiority. And so when we learn to understand by listening to the sound that
God is releasing, we're coming into alignment with his truth and his words. We come into

the place of the boldness, to releasing the roar, that roar that shakes, that roar that shakes
everything. And then it begins to ignite those that have the ear to come into a place of air
superiority. So which is H-E-I-R not A-I-R. So we come into our identified inheritance as
the word was spoken in 2nd Samuel, we come into the aligned inheritance of the
foundation of what God is released so we can begin to be what God wants us to be in the
land for the purpose of implementing the strategies of heaven and calling the Kingdom of
God into right... Into the order into the earth so we can see the manifestation of the glory of
God begin to be seen. So, Father, I thank you that you are releasing a clarion, a very clear
sound that is aligning the church to its place of activity. And the angelic host is coming
alongside and helping to transition the Ecclesia into its true sense of identity, and that you
are realigning with a clear sound where the ecclesia is partnering with angel activity for the
place of movement and movement forward into the full expression of what you're about to
do in the earth. We thank you, Father, that there are ears to hear the word of the Lord
being released and there's a coming into attention, into alignment with your word that we
can function in air superiority as we move forward with your truth. We give you honor and
praise, Father in Jesus name. Amen. Amen.
Jacquie Tyre [00:23:42] Amen. Thank you so much, Pat. Powerful, great insights there. I
appreciate that. Brother Jim Hodges, I believe you're on and we are looking forward to
hearing from you. Brother Jim, are you on? May need to do star six..
JIm Hodges [00:24:06] I'm on now.
Jacquie Tyre [00:24:06] oh, there you are!
JIm Hodges [00:24:10] Yeah, well, I thought you were doing all the muting from that end,
but please forgive me.
Jacquie Tyre [00:24:16] Oh, you're good.
JIm Hodges [00:24:17] Well, I suggest we take about four Tuesday nights to go through.
Dr. Greg Hood's vision. That was phenomenal. I was on this morning for my cup of coffee,
but I gulped a couple of times. But no, seriously, I thought it was such a high level, intense,
very mature and comprehensive word. And so I'm going to have this call because I want to
glean more from it, draw more from it and learn more from it. So thank you for having this
topic, Jacquie, and for leading us. What I wanted to just share quickly, if I may. You know,
the whole lion-lamb thing or lamb-lion thing is running through scripture. It's, you know,
particularly emphasized in the Book of Revelation, which I'm not going to go into. But the
emphasis on the lamb would be Redeemer, Jesus, the lamb of God, if you will. Emphasis
upon lion would be rulership. Because we know, of course, the word Judah itself means
praise, but it's praise through focusing on God through prayer. Praise, now that {inaudible)
released through us in the Earth. And so I wont going into all the nuances of what Greg
shared but what I was getting out of this was not only requiring more understanding, but
stirring me in the process. And one thing I want to get into is this: Who of all the tribes was
challenged the most from fulfilling its destiny to be ruler? And you'd have to say the tribe of
Judah, because in Genesis 38, you know, when... You know the story of Judah going into
Tamar and Perez was born. And by the way, that was put on the line of David and the
Deuteronomy, no one could be chosen King in Israel if there'd been immorality until ten
generations later. And if you study genealogy, there's ten generations from Perez to David
and you can trace this to the book of Ruth or in Matthew. I'll throw that up to say what's
interesting of the enemy not being omniscient, but knowing something that he attacked out
of all the tribes, in my opinion, the tribe of Judah, to disqualify that tribe from bringing forth

the rulers, the Davidicans (sp?) and eventually, of course, the son of David, but the Lord
and his redemptive purpose, thank you, used, you know, two gentile ladies, Rahab and
Ruth to be in the line of Messiah. So I guess I'm just leaving this to say Jesus dies
Levitical lamb, he's raised Melchizedek priest. Well, Melchizedek is a kin priest, right? So,
this is important to me to see how the rulership of Christ now through his ekklesia by
design, everybody knows that by now. That is so important. And if you will, when Judah
goes up first, the scripture says, like in Chronicles, Second Chronicles 20, you know, when
they're facing the enemy, Jehosphat says, well we'll send in the choir before the army. I
think we've all heard that. But I just want to magnify this synthesis of praise, power,
authority and thank God the immorality was overcome in the line of David and after all,
Rahab's prostitute brought into Messiah's line and thank you now that Judah is requalified
and we are following the lamb-lion, but we're following mainly the Lion King. OK, now with
that in mind, I'm going to try to wrap this up because, well, one last thing, maybe two last
things. The politics thing in the text that resonated with me, I thought, can we send that out
on a broader audience to hear that, because to me, that touches even the confusion
among some who criticize the prophets who prophesied Trump. I won't touch that
anymore. But I'm just making one suggestion now, at the risk of knowing who's on this call,
I say that somewhat humorously. I'm going to share briefly a dream I had. Now, don't
everybody faint {laughing} this is not me very often. It's very rare. Thank God I hear some
things but I rarely and I cannot blame this on pizza cause I didn't have pizza, but last night
I had a dream. And I'm seriously submitting this to this team because this is what I saw.
I'm not saying it's the Lord, but it edified me in the sense of what I'm going to say about the
person in the dream. OK, so I'm watching, you know, this morning Give Me 15 with my
dream in mind, not trying to promote my dream but I'm not now. Trust me, I'm trying to get
some input. But I saw my dream Dutch standing up in a large gathering. And it was
interesting. I was not in the audience and I wasn't on the platform sitting down. I was
standing, oh, I don't know, maybe 10 or 15 feet away on his, on his side. So I wasn't
getting a frontal view of Dutch, I was getting a side view. I have no idea what that means.
But here's what I saw. And I thought maybe it did somewhat, because we all know., we've
been told (inaudible) well, that, you know, Dutch it's about Dutch, yes, but Dutch being a
symbol, of course, representing the Ekklesia. And what I heard was that this kind of
unusual, you know, look, I had toward him standing not too far away, as he was speaking.
And all I heard was this, that Dutch that is, the Ekklesia's ministry is shifting Wall Street
and the economy. And then I thought about something. Well, eww, what about Joseph in
Egypt? Was he not in charge of Egypt's economy? Because I read the now among the
shifts that are happening or as Regina said, a season of metamorphosis. I love that. the
economy is going through a metamorphosis and there are so many groanings and
strainings about that. But something's going on, and I feel like the Lord is releasing just
awesome resources for God's kingdom people, for the Ekklesia, to fulfill the mission he's
given us. So with that in mind, I'm not I'm not volunteering to be on Clay Nash's team to
dream. If he wants to mentor me, I'll take some internship from him. but I'm just submitting
that for what it's worth. But I'm excited about what Greg released and how Dutch
presented that. So let's just go ahead and roar like a lion and rule like we are Judah.
Closing footnote, the book of Hebrews contrasts Levitical priesthood strongly. Not with
Melchizadek, though Melchizadek is contrasted with it, but it also points out very strongly,
Messiah, of course, is from Judah. So we're Kings and Priests, yes, we have landmark
policies and leadership, but most of all we should be Lion like because Lion like is
obviously more powerful as picturing rulership government in God's kingdom. Amen. I'm
finished and I'm gone stay on the call.

Jacquie Tyre [00:32:21] You are awesome, brother Jim. We love having you on this call.
And I think your dream has got all kinds of the wind of God over it. So we are definitely
going to pray into that one. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you for sharing.
Jim Hodges [00:32:37] Thank you.
Jacquie Tyre [00:32:40] Awesome. I want to share just a couple of things that have every
time I've read this dream have jumped out at me and again Brother Jim mentioned to it,
but it's when it was decreed, get the lions on their feet and then wind of God blow. And
then as it did that the wool lifted up and seeing the ticks. And I totally agree on the politics.
And just a couple of things on the ticks. Ticks bring disease. They are bloodsuckers. They
take life away and they bring in disease. And I believe there's a lot of tick damage, if you
will, that has impacted the believers across this nation, now many have come through, but
there's still a lot that have, as this dream has pointed out, the ticks underneath. But it took
the wind of God to blow the wool in such a way that what was causing the death and the
laying down to have come over these lion sheep was the wind of God. And then the next
piece. So they stood up, the wind of God released the revelation, if you will, of what was
causing the infection and the disease, and then that the solution, what was needed, was a
horn filled with oil. That would be blown over all of the lion sheep and then healing came, it
killed and removed the ticks and the sheep part began to morph into the lions. I feel like
that is such a picture that we need a fresh wind of Holy Spirit blowing across this nation
and a fresh anointing out of the shepherds horn to come upon the body of Christ, to come
upon the lions sheep, to bring a healing and a deliverance from the disappointments and
the regrets and the infection of this past season so that the life of God would come in. The
fulfillment of purpose to come into the lion would rise up and that we would come into the
fullness of that lions roar then to be sent into the nation. I feel like that's such a trigger of
the awakening that has begun, but will surge forth in a supernatural power once this
process of what God has revealed in this incredible dream comes about. So, Father, I just
simply want to decree that your wind blow across the body of Christ, blow in to the houses
of worship, blow into homes, blow into entire communities, blow across this nation from
shore to shore, blow and cause the underlying disease, the underlying offense, the
underlying disappointments, the underlying regrets, those ticks out of this past season,
reveal and then God let the fresh oil of anointing be released across this land that will
cause a supernatural deliverance to come from the infection that has come from the
political spirit, even the political spirit shaking hands, as it were, with the religious spirit,
that a fresh anointing would break the power of that infection and intrusion. It would be
removed and supernatural healing and restoration come. That the lions rise up and the
lions come into the fullness and the roar of the lion comes out to shake this nation with the
glory of God. God we decree it so. We decree it being released, even as we experienced
in Clarksville, Tennessee, this last Saturday night when the roar was released God, we
say do it again all over this nation, from city to city, state to state, that this nation be
shaken alive with the roar of the lion in Jesus name. Amen. Now we are honored to have
Greg Hood, the one who dreamed this incredible dream on with us. And we want to hear
what you have to share now that you have had the dream, prayed the dream, walked in
seeking revelation. What is the Lord got you to share tonight, Greg?
Greg Hood [00:37:59] Hey, Jacquie, thank you for... Can you hear me?
Jacquie Tyre [00:38:04] I can. Glad you're on.
Greg Hood [00:38:07] ok. I wanted to make sure. Thank you so much. I'm kind of in the
same boat as everybody else. I don't have any incredible prophetic insight other than what

a lot of people have already seen. One the things about dreaming is especially for me, is I
don't always get what it means. But I do have a few things here that I want to share that I
think is very important for us where we are as the body of Christ. I think God's bringing us
into a great place of transition. We use that word a lot in that word to us means, you know,
maybe seasons change or are different things change that we focus on. I think God wants
to bring us in to a total shift in the way that we think and in the way we process things, as
well as the way that we execute things, the peace about we're not going to get to do any
fishing today in the dream really spoke to me because I think God is telling us that, yes,
the lake is full of fish. There's a lot of fishing to do. But our focus needs to be on getting
these lambs turned into lions. And as we begin to do that, the rest is going to take care of
itself. We've been satisfied a lot in the body for having only a few mature people that go do
the stuff. But if we actually look at Ephesians Chapter four, we see that Paul is telling the
Ephesians that it's the Fofo ministry's responsibility to equip the Saints for the work of the
ministry. And I see this, as you pointed out, Jackie, much to give, given 15. And also at
Riverside Church the other night when he brought the story out, was that our responsibility
is to mature the body, to get the lambs and the lions. And then when that happens, the the
the body of Christ will begin to do what God intended for it to do when he burst the church.
And I think we need to look at some of that today that, you know, it's time we we we begin
to, as faithful ministers, equal people to do what we've been doing and to move away from
building our own thing and help Jesus build his thing. So I think that was one piece that
really stuck out to me. When we see the maturity level of the church rise to that place, I
don't think the harvest to be a problem. I think that as we begin to get mature people into
the fields, we'll be able to bring that harvest. And I believe we're in that time of the greatest
harvest that our our nation and even the world is going to see. I think we'll have a billion
souls more coming in. And that's more I think we're seeing at any time. Another patient.
This was the Dominion Airlines or airlines, and that's just speech. The Dutch touched on
this, too. And I think that our mindset and our focus, our mode of operation needs to be
kingdom. And when we do that, that moves us out of some of the I'll just say it like this.
The the the traditions of men that it calls the word of God not to work in our life. Here's
another piece that I think is very important for us to that I think is challenging to us as as
people who run together from different streams. You touched on it, Jackie, and take there
are people in this hearing from many different screens, as we would call it, that's preached
a message Saturday night. Randy Lichaj plays about the rivers and about the ankle, the
the knee deep, the waist deep in water, ski, swimming. And I think this dream is pointing to
us that God is bringing his body into a place to wear these different streams. You're going
to begin to flow together and come together to create a rushing river, a mighty river of the
spirit of God pouring out of our nation when we're when we're on our own, we're we're
shrinks. But when we come together, we're river. And the other peaks here is when Dutch
begin to speak to these lines. And he was asked what to do. He began to speak lines to
your feet and began to speak the land of God. Below, I was reminded that we are in the
decade of pay, the decade of the man, what we say and is so important that we remember
that it just came to my mind as well that we were in the decade. Also, we're calling it the
Roaring Twenties. That's where the line is. Draw the line the problem and his lies begin to
roar. So I think that we need to. Be careful what we say, but be very intentional of what we
are decreeing and what we're saying, because we're bringing about the will and the intent
of the father's heart as we begin to do those things. I was reading some of the comments
on Duchies Post today, too, and there were several people that referred to the tweets like
we have today on this call. And some are saying that the word meaning because it was
said there were many takes the word meaning. There is the word polic in the very. So you
could you could add that actually that that politics that in that I think that people recognize
as well is that God is not a politician, but he is very interested in government because he's
a king. And I think we need to learn to separate the two and begin to not so much get

caught up in the politics of things in our nation, but in the governmental things of our nation
that steered the politics in our nation. So I thought that was important, too. And I was told
by someone today I did not know this. And I already know that this leader who was singing
the song actually sung or could sing it all. But I was told that he wrote a song out of this
passage that he was singing in the dream that he wrote so many decades ago. And I didn't
even know the guy saying so. And then the last piece of it, I think very important was the
signet ring that shows up in these dreams several times. And I feel that God is just singing
the Kingdom Authority, Kingdom Authority. The traditions of men are not going to do it in
religious ways. You're not going to do it. You've got to make the shield out of this religious
thing into the kingdom of God. And with it, we're able to put our seal on what God's doing
and it solidifies and it brings us to the place of done. And as we begin to do that, we're
going to begin to see our nation in this awakening and revival begin to break forms like
never before. Some will stop, right. There are no duchies, only they can make it a lot
clearer than any of us.
Jacquie Tyre [00:45:19] Well, that was great. Great. Thank you so much. And thank you
for sharing this dream with all of us. So encouraging. And I just want to say, these times
where we are processing the revelation, I believe is a part of the maturing process that
God has us and said that we can more effectively and efficiently steward the revelation
God is giving. So just really lay hold of these things and then apply the principles and
things you're hearing from these times that where we're processing a specific dream or
specific vision, apply them to the things that God gives you each and every day that
sheets. We are honored that you are on with us tonight and want to welcome you to share
what you have on your heart.
Dutch Sheets [00:46:18] I guess I'm on right
Jacquie Tyre [00:46:20] now, you are on, I can hear you now.
Dutch Sheets [00:46:22] Well, you know, I appreciate what everybody is adding to this.
You know, with everything said on the call, it's been wonderful. I shared, you know, a good
bit today on the post. So, you know, I don't know that there's a lot to and I have a few
things maybe I'll just throw in here. And that is the angel, you know, got right in my face in
the dream. I mean, after the angel said you're not going fishing And, you know, we were
on the 222 platform, which, as we all know, that does it for me and the that's Isaiah 22:22
2020 authority, just like {inaudible} and just like gate 12. Well, it's all governmental
authority. But the angel got in my face and Greg said almost touched my nose with his
nose and said, Do not be late, don't miss it. This is the flight of your life. And then when we
left, we were translated to the airport. In other words, the angel was even helping us get
there fast. And I know Greg pointed out the other night that the "don't be late" was in the
dream. There was a lot of emphasis on the planes at the end, you know, getting there for
that part of it when they flew to the nation. But as I read and process this, I hear an
incredible urgency from the Lord in this. This is more than God just saying, hey, don't
forget the process. And there's a metamorphosis that has to take place. And you guys are
part of it and, you know, keep it up here. This was more than that. This was God saying
there's been a hitch. There's been an interruption in this process. When we got to the to
the place where these sheep lions were and the other two leaders were there, the one
looked at me and said, this is serious, hurry. And then he said they are dying. And so, you
know, it says to me that, you know, and I think, I praise God for this dream, because I think
I've been just a little naive about how people dealt with this election, that Oh, everybody's
OK, you know, at least the Ekklesia part of the church is fine. And we moved on. We know
what to do. We're doing it. But what I see in this dream is, no, that's not true. Many who

were starting to run as lions, the kingly. You know, Jesus, the lion of Judah, that's the
kingly anointing. that's Matthew's Gospel, the king of the Jews. It's the kingly intersession,
the decrees, the ekklesia. many that were were stepping into this or would have have gone
into a serious stall. And God said in this dream, if something doesn't happen, if you don't
do this, they're going to die. In other words, there's a huge part of this movement that
could be derailed. And that's what I think the enemy is trying to do through these polymany
picks and the political spirit. I think one of the things that also i was naive about, I should
have thought back 25 or 30 years when I started moving in some of this. When you start
moving in high levels of government and I don't mean earthly, I mean, I do mean earthly
government, but I mean influencing it with kingdom government that involves itself in
earthly government. When you start, you start stepping into the realm that's going to
control the earth and going to dictate what happens on the planet. You do enter into a
much higher level of warfare. That political spirit crucified Jesus. It is mean, it is vicious, it
is ugly, and it is a high level principality and it partners with a religious spirit. So I hear in
this an urgency. the sheep thing. Yes. I'm not suggesting, Jim brought out very well, and
I'm not suggesting, as you'll hear on tomorrow's post, we will always be sheep. Jesus will
always be the great Shepherd, and we as leaders will always have sheep to feed. But the
point is that if we stop at the sheep part of it, then what God wants to do can't happen.
Sheep are not a threat to the enemy. Sheep are not a threat to demons, principalities
powers. They're not a threat to Satan's kingdom. Sheep are simply not a threat. As a
member of God's family, people are not necessarily a threat. Just being a part of his
family, doesnt make you a threat. And so, what he's saying is you're not a threat to him,
until you step into this kingly anointing and step into the the authority of the Lion of Judah.
Once you do that then you're more than a family member, you're part of the Ekklesia,
you're part of my government in the Earth. And that's what I think Satan's trying to stop.
And that's what I think that God is saying to us. This is really serious and I want you to take
this seriously. And believe me, I'm taking this very seriously. So, you know, he even
suggests here, I think it's more than suggest. Not only can we not be a threat to Satan's
kingdom and what he wants to do in our nation and other nations, we can't even get the
harvest we're talking about. We can't even beget more sheep if we don't move into this
anointing. Because, you know, basically what the angel said to us in the beginning, you're
not fishing yet. You're not going to go fishing, there's no fishing until you get this dealt
with. And so I think everything is at stake right now. What God is trying to do in America
and in the nations of the earth, the harvest, the establishing of his kingdom authority that
sets up his rule and nations, that's all at stake. And I just feel like it's really incumbent on
us to to see that, you know, this-- I know I'm repeating myself now - but this is more than
just an exhortation. Don't forget to metamorphose. Don't forget that you're in a process.
Don't don't forget that you got to move forward here and teach this stuff. This is more.
there has been a setback in the spirit for a lot of people. And we're going to have to deal
with that. And we are dealing with that and we're going to deal with that. But this is a really
big deal. And I don't know. and you can hear my dog's going crazy, I'm gonna kick one of
em in a minute. but that's all really I want to say. you know, it's clear from the dream, we
can do this. We can do it. We rise up in our authority and go high. When we fly high, we
have dominion. We even have somebody... Greg said maybe this somebody said to him,
maybe this is a play on words also the poly-ticks and maybe the radah meaning
"Dominion" is pointing to the Dominion machines. You know, maybe God's saying you
have the authority to turn all of this. So we're going to do it. You can be assured we're
going to do this. And when I get permission from these other leaders to use their names
and talk about this more openly, I'm actually thinking of conducting a gathering where they
are invited and people from their streams and we just all come together and say, OK, we're
gonna deal with this. So anyway...

Jacquie Tyre [00:54:30] That would be awesome.
Dutch Sheets [00:54:33] So let let me just pray into it. I guess I've said everything I need
to say. Everything else has been said. But Lord, we thank you for the dream. We thank
you for what you have begun. You have every intention of finishing it. You will finish it. We
are speaking to the, you called them lions. You didn't call them by the half-half. You said
I'm going to call you what you're going to be. You called them lions to your feet. And so,
Lord, we are saying that right now. I'm saying it on the posts. We're saying it tonight. We
as an intercessory group come into agreement right now and we speak to this movement
and everybody that is potentially a part of this kingly anointing ekklesia. Some will always
be sheep and they'll go to heaven and we love them. But Lord, we're looking for a group of
people that understand how to rise up and take the kingdom of heaven into the kingdom of
hell and decimate it. And so, Lord, we say: on your feet, get this off of you and Lord
release Holy Spirit wind and oil over these creatures, these believers, now, to deal with
these ticks, we say these ticks are going to die, the political spirit will not win. And the
Ekklesia is going to get right back on track and hope deffered has been broken off of these
people. And we're going to have that army of lions released into this nation to conduct
operation release the ROAR, which is a part of operation Redeeming All. We just decree
that over this situation now, in Jesus name, we thank you for revelation. you'll give us,
you'll give me, you'll give others revelation of what to do next. And Lord, you said in this
dream, don't be late. And I'm not sure what that means in the sense of what we're
supposed to do next. But I just speak about faith right now and I ask for prayer, but I speak
my faith and decree by your grace and by the leading of Holy Spirit we will not be late. We
will not be late. We will get everything we need to do done on time. And this nation is going
to get right back on track and you're not going to miss a beat. We decree that over this
situation in Jesus name.
Jacquie Tyre [00:57:06] Amen. Amen. Powerful Dutch. I just want to say this, because
we were in those meetings in Clarksville at Riverside Church this weekend, I said to folks
here today, I came back more resolute than I have ever been, and I'm pretty resolved and
pretty resolute. But I came back with a burning, resolute tenacity inside of me that we must
do this. We must be about the business of training and equipping and strengthening the
saints of God and being very, very intentional about it. Not just teaching, but training and
activating to... I think somebody said earlier-- to do what we do and to discover who it is
God called them to be and to walk in the commissioning God has given each and every
one. So I just want to say, be resolute, rise up, don't shrink back and be encouraged.
JIm Hodges [00:58:21] Amen. Awesome.
Dutch Sheets [00:58:21] Amen.
Jacquie Tyre [00:58:21] Well, I want to thank everybody for being on again tonight. You're
most gracious, the hosts. You've been absolutely wonderful. Greg, thank you. Dutch,
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you for being on with us tonight. We will be back on
tomorrow at 2:22 and this call will be transcribed and put up on Clay's website at
ClayNash.org. Should take it a couple of days. The recording should be up by tomorrow
and then the transcription in a couple of days. Also, I just wanted to mention that there was
a decree that I read at the end of today's 222 prayer call. I've had several people ask for it.
So I am I'm doing a little bit of editing on it because when you read something out loud,
you discover edits you did not discover when you read it silently, so I'm editing and will be
getting that to Clay and he will be posting that as well. It was a decree against witchcraft
and all of this kind of things that the Lord gave with the assistance of a watchman

intercessor friend of mine and felt like it was something we all need. It's a part of what
we're battling in this nation as we are in this season of transition. So I bless you all. Thank
you for being on again tonight. Sleep well, stay resolute and keep pressing on for all God
has for you. We love you and we appreciate each and every one of you. God bless.
Jacquie Tyre [01:00:03]

